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Introduction
This draft report contains a first level analysis
of the insights that were generated from the
Leith Community Assembly, held at Out of
the Blue Drill Hall on June 1st. The event,
organised by Save Leith Walk in collaboration
with the Electoral Reform Society Scotland,
was designed to draw out the themes,
priorities, issues and aspirations that are
important to the people of Leith. The insights
generated by participants working and
deliberating together have then been compiled
to create a coherent picture of the current
situation.

Our next steps in the process of creating a
Leith Community Action Plan are to:

The Themes, Priorities and Visions for Leith
are currently in draft form and we seek
feedback from participants and facilitators to
make sure that no information was missed
from your discussions. It also gives you an
opportunity to add anything that you might
have missed.
Due to the timing of the day, the plans for
the future of Leith were less structured and
more work is going to be done to consider
innovative projects and actions that can help
to empower citizens of Leith to take more
control over their community.

01

Gain feedback from participants and
amend the report;

02

Circulate a survey based on this report
that will allow more citizens from Leith to
contribute to the priorities.

03

Organise a Future of Leith Community
Assembly that will look at how to create
innovative projects or community action
that can address some of the themes and
priorities that have been raised.

04

Compile all information into Our Leith
Five Year Community Action Plan that will
launch in October 2019.

If you have any questions please contact:
Chris Strachan cgstrachan@gmail.com
Save Leith Walk saveleithwalk@gmail.com
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BOUNDARY ANALYSIS
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BOUNDARY ANALYSIS
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BOUNDARY ANALYSIS
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BOUNDARY ANALYSIS
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BOUNDARY ANALYSIS
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VISION

Overarching
Community
Vision

Vision 01

We want to live in a community where resources are
allocated based on population density wand where
priorities are decided by the community and not the
council. We want everyone in our community to benefit
from the changes happening in Leith.
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THEME 01

Local Economy,
Employment &
Business

THEME 02

Environment &
Green Space /
Pollution & Waste

THEME 03

Community
& Democracy

THEME 04

Housing: Development
& Affordability

THEME 04

Services,
Infrastructure
& Transport
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THEME 01

Local
Economy,
Employment &
Business

Our Vision

We want to live in a community that has an economic
plan that reflects the communities aspirations. We
want Leith to be a place where people can access the
opportunities for work, employment and business that
Edinburgh attracts while still maintaining conditions for
independent, micro-businesses to thrive. Leith should
have a diversity in businesses and adequate support
and investment in local businesses. Leith should have
greater social and economic equality, and be a place
where workers are paid a healthy and sustainable living
wage. There should be increased awareness in Leith of
the significance of where you spend your money and
how this effects the economy. There should also be
improved opportunities for apprenticeships, training
and lifelong education.
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Local Economy, Employment and Business
Priorities
There needs to be an integrated local economic plan that creates wealth and reduces inequality
The community should have more influence on decisions that effect the local economy
Representation of small and micro-businesses in decisions and things that affect them
Need an economic plan for Leith that focusses on sustainable jobs and employment that is
connected to local outcomes.
Need to address the risk of tourism on employment e.g. transient low wage work
More diverse employment opportunities
Commitment of businesses to healthy living wage
Opportunities for apprenticeships and training in Leith (by mentoring)
More opportunities for a diversity of local businesses, and not just cafés etc.
Creative and entrepreneurial talent needs accessible and affordable spaces, as well as
community of others to work with
SME incubator - keep it through support and funding
Keep rents and businesses rates low to encourage and maintain independent and small
businesses
Need to maintain a diversity of businesses, both large and small
Develop a Leith currency that keeps investment in the area
Keep Leith town centre as positive focal point for the community
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THEME 02

Environment &
Green Space
/ Pollution &
Waste

Our Vision

We want to live in a community where we take
collective and individual responsibility for what we use,
re-use and recycle, and where there are flexible and
responsible services that can support us to achieve
this. We want Leith to be a place where people can
take pride in their environment, where we work with
the council to tackle problems related to local water
resources and green space. Leith should be a place
with clean and safe streets, as well as healthy and a
well maintained natural and built environment that
the whole community can enjoy. More should be done
to protect and create more green spaces (and trees)
while continuing to cherish - rather than demolish our architectural heritage. We need to do more as a
community to combat climate emergency and raise
sustainability standards throughout Leith.
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ENVIRONMENT & GREENSPACE /
POLLUTION & WASTE

Environment & Green Spaces
Priorities
Cherish Leith’s environment, creating accessibility and inviting green and blue spaces - Water of
Leith (including walkways), Leith Links and the allotments, other green spaces that are used for
recreation or wildlife
Maintaining and caring for our spaces e.g. Long Street
Greener Transport
Remove the fence around Leith Park (Links?) to make it more inviting
Extend green spaces where possible
Trees! More Trees everywhere
Degradation of assets e.g. Victoria and Rennie’s Bridge
Alleviating the threat of flooding around the shore

Pollution & Waste
Priorities
Reduce the impact and causes of pollution
Pollution at Seafield
Degradation of assets e.g. Victoria Bridge and Rennie’s Bridge
Neglect of the river and siltation
Better waste management
Improved recycling facilities and provision
More disposal facilities (litter and dog waste)
More action to stop fly tipping and littering
More action to prevent dog dirt (bring back licenses)
Littering - educate more to eradicate. Create pride in place so that people are more responsible
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PLAN 01
Vision

Sustainability, more local empowerment, improve
council functions

How will we
make this happen?

(1) Identify what we can do individually,
(2) what can we do in local groups,
(3) what local providers / council should do better
Gently remind community of its responsibilities
re:waste - educate and create pride in pace

Actions
01

Investigate / invest in smart
technology to improve waste and
recycling collection
Edinburgh Council

02

Give code to each waste receptacle
so residents can contact council
when full or other issues
Edinburgh Council

03

Make the appearance of streets
better by sectioning of the bin areas.
Have them away from cafés
Edinburgh Council

04

05

Experimenting with new waste /
recycling management ideas, e.g.
the cigarette stub bins from 2018
Community / Council

Establish accountability between
community and council, educating
young generation as to their
responsibility / accountability (How
though - what is the plan?)
Green Party, Zero Waste Leith,
Leither’s Don’t Litter

06

More compostable Plastics
Community / Council

07

Council tax reductions for food
schemes
Community / Council

Partners
Local residents

Local schools

Local environmental groups
(e.g. Leither’s Don’t Litter)

Local Councils
Green Party
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Local businesses
Zero Waste Leith

PLAN 02
Vision

Clean, healthy and well managed and maintained
natural and man made environments

How will we
make this happen?

Hold Councillors to account on community’s
environmental demands on green / clean spaces
Put Leith environment on political agenda increased pressure

Actions
01

Awareness raising and mobilisation
of ground around air pollution and
water management by tapping into
pre-existing groups
Alliance of current groups

02

Form working relationship with
council and make them aware of
community desires

03

Media PR Campaign: Naming and
shaming; Local papers, i.e. Evening
News, Leith etc.; campaign targeted
on specific failures

04

Create an Action Plan identifying
key problems; community led
education and monitoring

Partners
Local residents

Civil Society Organisations

Edinburgh Council

Save Leith Walk

Leith Doesn’t Litter

Schools

Residents Associations
Friends of the Water of Leith

Water of Leith Conservation

Businesses and businesses associations

Community Council

Rotary Club
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Media
Leith Trust

PLAN 03
Vision

We as a community dream of taking responsibility for
what we use, re-use and recycle, and we dream of
flexible and responsible services to support us

How will we
make this happen?

- Reduce amount of waste produced in the first place
- Education to change behaviour
- To encourage people to take personal responsibility
- Feedback to council to report fly-tipping, overflowing
bins etc.

Actions
01

Leith reward scheme to encourage
shops - big and small - to
discontinue un- environmentally
friendly packaging, leading to an
environmental ban

02

Educate

03

Financial reward for collecting and
recycling i.e. vouchers or council tax
reduction

04

Celebrate success with month;y
competition for the cleanest street

Partners
Supermarkets and fast food outlets
Manufacturer

Community councils, council and community groups

Schools
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PLAN 04
Vision
How will we
make this happen?

Regenerate the Kirkgate

Develop shared vision
Create inclusive plan to implement vision Source
partners
Speak to stakeholders.

Actions
01

Come up with a vision for Kirkgate.
Hold public meetings etc. where all
groups are invited

Partners
Neighbourhood Council Leith Academy
Leith Chamber of Commerce Residents of Kirkgate
South Leith Church / Gurdwara / Faith Groups Great Junction Street
Traders Association
City of Edinburgh Council
Speak to people who see Kirkgate as a community
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THEME 03

Community
& Democracy

Our Vision

Identity, Diversity & Community
We want to live in a community that maintains and
promotes its diverse, interconnected and multicultural
community and continues to be a fun, vibrant and
welcoming with events that bring the community
together. Leith should be a place that welcomes
everyone, from grassroots initiatives to internationals
from around the world. The positive identity of
Leith should be preserved through strengthening
participation and interconnection between people and
groups. Leith needs to provide more public areas and
spaces for social and creative practices, that are low
rent, low cost and sustainable. Leith should increase
and encourage residents to support their community,
where everyone can take part in our shared future.
Democracy and Decision Making
We want to live in a community that has the ability to
shape its own future, where citizens can have greater
input on key planning and development decisions, as
well as the provision of public services. We want to
have empowered local structures that provide spaces
local leaders, particular young local leaders, can
shape the agenda. Leith should have a network that
responds to the people’s needs. The people of Leith
should have powers over its own finances, through
things like a local sales tax. There needs to be better
local representation in all aspects of Leith life with real
power devolved to the local community.
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COMMUNITY & DEMOCRACY
Identity, Diversity and Activity
Priorities
Leith has a strong, positive sense of community and cultural identity which should be preserved.
There is already a strong community, voluntary, creative and charitable sector
Leith is a very diverse community with an openness to newcomers. This diversity should be
protected, maintained and celebrated
Leith is proactive community
New ways could be developed to connect the different communities together
An abundance of cultural and community events which should be sustained and maintained
Local initiatives and local events should be supported
Improve infrastructure for giving opportunities to artistic and cultural performances, displays
and exhibitions
More public space
Accessible and affordable space is essential to develop cultural and creative actives
Develop a campaign to support local and independent businesses
Maintain Leith as a diverse place - people / housing / services / events
The community needs to maintain and develop its independent voice through local involvement,
participation and empowerment
Encourage more people to get involved with Community Councils
It is important to maintain current community momentum
There should be capacity building for everyone and investment in the community
Online community is brilliant?
Leith chooses (participatory decision making / budgeting) - great for brining community
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COMMUNITY & DEMOCRACY
Democracy and Decision Making
Priorities
Community-led governance structure with voice and real power
De-centralise decision making to the community
New democratic institutions should provide space and opportunities for real conversations
(vertically) with and (horizontally) between the community
Provide opportunities for local leaders - and youth leaders - to participate
The planning system needs to be more democratic
Cuts - to police, health, and community projects - are damaging the community. The community
should have more say
New powers should allow the community to shape the future on local decisions on short term
housing
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PLAN 01
Vision
How will we
make this happen?

In the future our community will preserve the positive
identity of Leith through strengthen participation and
interconnection between local groups and people
- Increase face to face contact
- Have a street presence
- Regular Leith Assembly

Actions
01

Include minority communities in
wider community plans for Leith.
Reach out to them by attending
events - The community

02

Plan a localised multicultural festival.
Identify all the local cultural /
minority / community festivals and
organise a meeting with organisers /
participants - The community

03

Identify those who are isolated,
find common interest, have selfempowerment sessions The community

04

More events that celebrate the past,
identify what was important about
that time, bring those ideas forward The community

Partners

Local agencies (community and support groups)
Housing providers
Community councils
minority groups
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THEME 04

Housing:
Development
& Affordability

Our Vision

We want to live in a community that allows people to
live in dignity. Leith should provide and prioritise social
housing for everyone that needs it and have a well
controlled private housing sector. There should be a
mixture of safe, affordable, environmentally friendly
and good quality housing that reflects the needs
of the community. Tenants and residents should be
provided with advocacy support and proper channels
for accountability and counter power. The people of
Leith need to have the ability to input into planning
procedures that provide adequate social and affordable
housing for all ages and stages of life. There needs to
be new, democratic, procedures for the land selection
process which protects and creates more green space
while cherishing our architectural heritage.
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HOUSING: DEVELOPMENT & AFFORDABILITY
Priorities
The community needs to have increased powers over local development. The system needs to
become equal and inclusive
There also needs to be more information given to the community about developments in the
area
There is an urgent need for more social housing
There is also a general need for more affordable housing and workspaces
This can be achieved through rent controls and more sustainable and inclusive development
Leith should provide a better mixture of housing (for elderly, families and students)
New developments should also be mixed, integrating housing, businesses and services
More needs to be done to preserve and maintain buildings that are already here
Existing buildings which remain unused should be used by the community
Existing housing is also in need of regeneration
AirBnB and holiday lets are decimating local housing - the council need to enforce the rules
There needs to be more control over use - including student accommodation
New housing and other developments must be sustainably built with strong regard to climate
change
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PLAN 01
Vision
How will we
make this happen?

Priority to social housing with emphasis on green,
sustainable and affordable housing

Accessibility - de-centralise the power of housing, more
housing associations with more powers. Council to
have more powers over land use, restrictions on Air
BnB and short term lets

Actions
01

Affordable Housing
Hold public meetings with relevant
up to date information on the
situation, campaign website for
people to share information - Digital
media, physical media, signs, notice
boards. Work in association with
campaign / charity
The community / campaign /
charity

02

Green Space /
Sustainable Living
Ban on green space builds.
Regeneration of redundant office
buildings. Initiatives for recycling

03

Land use transparency
Website which details upcoming
applications, to look out for information
and able to block, have more say
Local Council

04

Air BnB / Short term rent
resurrections
Sanctions on costs; tourist tax which
goes to the local community
Air BnB, The Council

Partners

The Council
Local Community
Charity campaigners such as living rent
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PLAN 02
Vision
How will we
make this happen?

Having housing that is affordable and
appropriate for all

Build houses and repurpose existing house

Actions
01

Address social stigma of council
houses / build more council uses
Council and politicians

02

Regulate private developers. Longer
and more mixed tenancy
Council / Scottish Government /
us

03

More information needed for what the
alternatives could be. Examine alternative
models for housing that could work in
Leith, with building and design
Kerry, Duncan, John, Gerry, Rob

04

Stricter Regulation of Air BnB (ultra
short term lets)
Living Rent / Council / Scottish
Government / The Community

Partners

Housing associations - council - private development
new organisations? (Self build / housing co-operatives)
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PLAN 02
Vision

Safe, affordable, good quality housing, mixed social
and private stock with tenant and resident advocacy
channels for accountability and counter power

How will we
make this happen?

Actions
01

Form a group - encourage
participation / outreach groups.
Understand the issues and prioritise
i.e. what policies to change

Partners

Living Rent as advocated Voluntary Sector Developers
(progressive)
Council
Housing
Association
Architects
Politicians
Lawyers
ACLU - American Civil Liberties Union
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THEME 04

Services,
Infrastructure
& Transport

Our Vision

We want to live in a community that has properly
funded councils that are fully accountable for the
services that they provided. The people from Leith
should also be included and able to participate - not
just receive information about - implementation and
maintenance of infrastructure. Public services and
amenities need to be able to anticipate growth and are
driven by our communities priorities. The NHS needs
to be fully funded and provide enough GP’s for the
whole population. Transport needs to brought down
to the human level. Leith needs to reduce its traffic
considerably, especially in centralised area, so that
there is less, or even no, pollution. Leith should provide
free - or almost free - public transport, including bikes.
There should be a large network of cycle paths and
improved pedestrian access. People should be able
to confidently able to walk, cycle and navigate Leith’s
byways without fear for safety.
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HOUSING: DEVELOPMENT & AFFORDABILITY
Priorities
Make sure there is capacity for services to meet demand of the population
Better integration and communication between Leith’s services
Raise awareness of what is available in Leith through social media
There is a need for more local GP’s and maintenance - or improved - access to health
professionals
There needs to be a better or more direct bus to the Western General
Continued funding for advocacy and advice centres
Everyone should be able to access affordable fruit and veg
Protect or improve existing public transport provisions - no loss of stops / routes - and keep
prices low
Put effort into developing greener transport systems in order to reduce car use and promote
alternatives
Lack of electric car charging points
Continue to improve and maintain cycling and pedestrian infrastructure.
Need to tackle potholes on roads and cycle paths
Limited parking because of new developments
There should be a priority of parking for local residents. Non-residents should be discouraged
New tram system - lack of community consultation. How should the community respond to
this?
Where are the trams stop’s going to be - distances?
Lack of safety on Water of Leith path, the Kirkgate and Leith Links. Action - improve lighting in
these areas
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